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water feature. It is essentially a special type of 
fountain nozzle that emits a trajectory stream of 
laminar water that appears to be a jumping tube, 
so steady that the water stream resembles a Þbre 
optic and it is possible to chop the laminar stream 
into arcs, creating impish, cavorting water play. 
Many refer this water e
leaping jet. The nozzle emits capering water jets 
based on a preset programs or can also be 
programmed by any DMX show controller 
Multiple water jets can be timed together to give 
leaping from one section of your garden to 
another. This special water e
astonishing experience both day and night. Avant-
GradeÕs CaperJetª can be an impressive addition 
to any landscape or fountain design. 

CaperJetª Minimus comes with a 12mm nozzle 
oriÞce and it is made of high quality stainless steel 
with precise engineered details to ensure that it 
works perfectly over a long time. Each CaperJetª 
Minimus emits a laminar water jet of 12mm 
diameter and is equipped with a low voltage 
cutting mechanism and an amazing RGBW 
luminaire with exceptionally vivid colours to 
uniformly illuminate the water stream internally 
in its entire projectile using DMX512 protocol.

Product SpeciÞcation 

Dimension 
Please refer to the adjacent drawings 
Power for Lights 
RGBW - 10W 
Power for Cutter 
25W 
Voltage 
24VDC 
Nozzle OriÞce 
12mm 
Water Inlet 
2Ó 
Protection 
IP68 
Control Protocol 
DMX512 
No. of Channels 
Motor - 2 
LED - 4 
Material  
Stainless Steel 304 
Optional  
Thumper E
Light Enhancer 
Receiving Light Kit RGBW

TWD - Laminar 12mm Comet Jet is a stunning water effect that is always so captivating. It is the perfect 
application of the principles of laminar flow in fluid dynamics to create an attractive water feature. It is 
essentially a special type of fountain nozzle that emits a trajectory stream of laminar water that appears 
to be a jumping tube, so steady that the water stream resembles a fibre optic and it is possible to chop 
the laminar stream into arcs, creating playful, dancing water play. Many refer this water effect as 
jumping jet or leaping jet. The nozzle emits water jets based on a preset programs or can also be 
programmed by any DMX show controller Multiple water jets can be timed together to give leaping 
from one section of your water play to another. This special water effects offers an astonishing experi-
ence both day and night. 

TWD Laminar 12mm Jet comes with a 12mm nozzle orifice and it is made of high quality stainless steel 
with precise engineered details to ensure that it works perfectly over a long time. Each Jet emits a 
laminar water jet of 12mm diameter and is equipped with a low voltage cutting mechanism and an 
amazing RGBW luminaire with exceptionally vivid colours to uniformly illuminate the water stream 
internally in its entire projectile using DMX512 protocol.               
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Any modiÞcation or reproduction on whole or part of this drawing is strictly prohibited without the explicit written permission of 
Avant-Garde de Studio. This drawing has been created for discussion and explanation purposes. Do not use this drawing for 
construction. Due to technological improvements, content may change without prior notice.

water feature. It is essentially a special type of 
fountain nozzle that emits a trajectory stream of 
laminar water that appears to be a jumping tube, 
so steady that the water stream resembles a Þbre 
optic and it is possible to chop the laminar stream 
into arcs, creating impish, cavorting water play. 
Many refer this water e �ect as jumping jet or 
leaping jet. The nozzle emits capering water jets 
based on a preset programs or can also be 
programmed by any DMX show controller 
Multiple water jets can be timed together to give 
leaping from one section of your garden to 
another. This special water e �ect o�ers an 
astonishing experience both day and night. Avant-
GradeÕs CaperJetª can be an impressive addition 
to any landscape or fountain design. 

CaperJetª Minimus comes with a 12mm nozzle 
oriÞce and it is made of high quality stainless steel 
with precise engineered details to ensure that it 
works perfectly over a long time. Each CaperJetª 
Minimus emits a laminar water jet of 12mm 
diameter and is equipped with a low voltage 
cutting mechanism and an amazing RGBW 
luminaire with exceptionally vivid colours to 
uniformly illuminate the water stream internally 
in its entire projectile using DMX512 protocol.

Product SpeciÞcation 

Please refer to the adjacent drawings 
Power for Lights 
RGBW - 10W 
Power for Cutter 

Nozzle OriÞce 

Control Protocol 

No. of Channels 

Stainless Steel 304 

�ect 
Light Enhancer 
Receiving Light Kit RGBW
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Features & BeneÞts 

Caper is deÞned as a playful and lively skipping 
movement. Avant-GradeÕs CaperJetª is a stunning 
water e�ect that is always so captivating. It is the 
perfect application of the principles of laminar 
ßow in ßuid dynamics to create an attractive 
water feature. It is essentially a special type of 
fountain nozzle that emits a trajectory stream of 
laminar water that appears to be a jumping tube, 
so steady that the water stream resembles a Þbre 
optic and it is possible to chop the laminar stream 
into arcs, creating impish, cavorting water play. 
Many refer this water e �ect as jumping jet or 
leaping jet. The nozzle emits capering water jets 
based on a preset programs or can also be 
programmed by any DMX show controller 
Multiple water jets can be timed together to give 
leaping from one section of your garden to 
another. This special water e �ect o�ers an 
astonishing experience both day and night. Avant-
GradeÕs CaperJetª can be an impressive addition 
to any landscape or fountain design. 

CaperJetª Minimus comes with a 12mm nozzle 
oriÞce and it is made of high quality stainless steel 
with precise engineered details to ensure that it 
works perfectly over a long time. Each CaperJetª 
Minimus emits a laminar water jet of 12mm 
diameter and is equipped with a low voltage 
cutting mechanism and an amazing RGBW 
luminaire with exceptionally vivid colours to 
uniformly illuminate the water stream internally 
in its entire projectile using DMX512 protocol.

Power for Lights 
RGBW - 10W 
Power for Cutter 
25W 
Voltage 
24VDC 
Nozzle Orifice 
12mm 
Water Inlet 
2” 
Protection 
IP68 
Control Protocol 
DMX512 
No. of Channels 
Motor - 2 
LED - 4 
Material  
Stainless Steel 304 or 316 
Optional  
Light Enhancer 
Receiving Light Kit RGBW
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ßow in ßuid dynamics to create an attractive 
water feature. It is essentially a special type of 
fountain nozzle that emits a trajectory stream of 
laminar water that appears to be a jumping tube, 
so steady that the water stream resembles a Þbre 
optic and it is possible to chop the laminar stream 
into arcs, creating impish, cavorting water play. 
Many refer this water e �ect as jumping jet or 
leaping jet. The nozzle emits capering water jets 
based on a preset programs or can also be 
programmed by any DMX show controller 
Multiple water jets can be timed together to give 
leaping from one section of your garden to 
another. This special water e �ect o�ers an 
astonishing experience both day and night. Avant-
GradeÕs CaperJetª can be an impressive addition 
to any landscape or fountain design. 

CaperJetª Minimus comes with a 12mm nozzle 
oriÞce and it is made of high quality stainless steel 
with precise engineered details to ensure that it 
works perfectly over a long time. Each CaperJetª 
Minimus emits a laminar water jet of 12mm 
diameter and is equipped with a low voltage 
cutting mechanism and an amazing RGBW 
luminaire with exceptionally vivid colours to 
uniformly illuminate the water stream internally 
in its entire projectile using DMX512 protocol.

Product SpeciÞcation 

Dimension 
Please refer to the adjacent drawings 
Power for Lights 
RGBW - 10W 
Power for Cutter 
25W 
Voltage 
24VDC 
Nozzle OriÞce 
12mm 
Water Inlet 
2Ó 
Protection 
IP68 
Control Protocol 
DMX512 
No. of Channels 
Motor - 2 
LED - 4 
Material  
Stainless Steel 304 
Optional  
Thumper E�ect 
Light Enhancer 
Receiving Light Kit RGBW
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TRAJECTORY PROJECTILE OF WATER JET

12mm
Orifice


